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ABSTRACT: We describe the analogy between the state of the economic crisis and the state of
global fisheries, both of which are timely and important issues. We believe that there are some
lessons from the economic crisis that may benefit global fisheries, if viewed and addressed properly. In a wide ethical framework, the crisis in the global fisheries sector should be taken as seriously as the economic crisis and confronted with similarly drastic measures. Failure to do so will
be followed by multiple ecosystem/resource crises, which may lead to ecosystem bankruptcy,
either locally or globally, which in turn will have severe side effects on the global economy.
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INTRODUCTION

simply replace the italicised words with those in
brackets in the text below.

It is well documented that many fisheries of the
world are on the verge of collapse (e.g. Beddington et
al. 2007), notwithstanding the fact that, locally, some
fisheries are managed successfully and are thus
becoming sustainable (e.g. Hilborn 2007). Similarly,
it is also known that several national economies (e.g.
Greece, Portugal, Spain, Ireland, Iceland) have
entered a phase of recession and are on the verge of
default, a fact that has received worldwide attention
from all types of media. In fact, most economies,
including those of the USA and European Union, are
facing financial problems (Schneider & Kirchgässner
2009).
What is not apparent is the resemblance of the
course and current state of national economies with
that of world fisheries. Although there are qualitative
and conceptual differences between the mechanisms
that drive these 2 states of affairs, there are also striking similarities, which allow us to draw an analogy,
with ethical implications. To identify the similarities,

Many economies (world fisheries) are no longer
self-sustainable, as they largely rely on loaning (subsidies) for their survival because of spending beyond
their means (overexploitation). Economic crisis (ecosystem unsustainability) was exacerbated because of
a negative economic growth (decline in fish abundance), corruption at various levels of the public sector (fishery management/port authorities), incapability of scientists to provide timely information, lack of
political will of politicians (Cardinale & Svedäng
2008) and the willingness of the private sector (fishing industry) to avoid taxes (not to ‘legally’ overfish;
Österblom et al. 2011).
The rush for quick and easy money (fish), emerging from the greed and opportunism of the citizens
(fishers), explains the short-sighted idiosyncrasy of
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the economies (fisheries: Sumaila & Walters 2005)
such as lowering salaries and pensions, reduction
that has contributed to the tragedy of the commons
of public sector and tax increases (decrease of sub(Hardin 1968, Hawkshaw et al. 2012). The ‘revolvsidies, establishment of marine protected areas,
ing door’ principle (i.e. the interchanging roles of
drastic declines in fishing effort; Cullis-Suzuki &
personnel between legislation/regulation bodies
Pauly 2010, Sumaila et al. 2010, Stergiou &
and the industry affected by such legislation/reguTsikliras 2011).
lation bodies: Burger 2006), under which the reguNaturally, for the reversal of the course of many
lating bodies for banks and stock markets (fishing
economies (world fisheries), additional measures
industry) operate, can lead to regulatory capture
(regulations) should burden wealthy people (largewhen measures (regulations) issued by the public
scale fisheries) and not those of low and medium
sector (fishery management/port authorities) detract
income (small-scale fisheries) just because the
from the public good. Most of this behaviour, which
latter are numerous and lobby-less (Jacquet &
the public may see as criminal, is actually legal;
Pauly 2008).
this is a failure of the legal system. In addition, scientists have often been either implicitly or explicitly
working on the behalf of banks and stock markets
SCEPTICISM
(fishing industry).
As the deficit (negative cost of overfishing) is growEthically, crises should be confronted with
ing, the statistical services (national fisheries statisactions and measures, which must be of the same
tics) are trying to mask it by reporting false data,
magnitude of severity and immediacy. Thus, in
allegedly unknown to the agencies to which these
parallel with economic policy, the global fleets and
data were reported, e.g. EUROSTAT and thus EU
subsidies should be strictly confined immediately
(United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization
before they enter a long period of recession,
and management bodies; e.g. Watson & Pauly 2001).
which, unlike the economy, could be irreversible
Economic data misreporting (illegal, unreported
because of the complexity of marine ecosystems
and unregulated catches) is catastrophic because
and fishing-induced evolutionary changes (Palkomisconception may well lead to overconsumption
vacs 2011). We believe that there is an ethical
(overfishing).
issue when the crises of countries/banks (economic
Inevitably, as was the case of Greece (Katsimi &
crises) are ‘favoured’ over ecosystems/resources
Moutos 2010), this practice was publicly uncovered
(ecosystem crises) by governing bodies. This
and consequently the country was excluded from
occurs because the consequences of economic
international markets (fishing regulations become
crises are short-term and are considered of immestricter and fisheries data are being revised, officially
diate interest to the entire society. In contrast, the
or not). Meanwhile, banks and stock markets (fishing
consequences of ecosystem crises are longer-term
industry) have been selling their ‘artificially’ profand are, erroneously, considered relevant to a naritable products at higher prices, thereby contributing
rower range of people. Since both crises have
to the overall instability (as did gourmet restaurants,
global dimensions, ecosystem crises may lead to
especially sushi bars: Longo 2011; for example, in
ecosystem bankruptcies if they do not receive the
January 2013, a sushi chain owner paid about US$1.8
proper attention.
million for a single individual of bluefin tuna at an
auction in Tokyo: see http://www.nytimes.com/2013/
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sale.html?_r=0). As a result, minor investors and
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